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in  Political  Science  and  Philosophy,  explores  neighbourly  relations  in  everyday  life
following the Brian Barry Memorial Lecture with Professor Nancy Rosenblum.
What  are  the  elements  of  good  neighbourly  relations?  What  is  the  relationship  between  the
democracy  of  everyday  life  and  the  democratic  politics  of  the  state?  Is  the  informal  (and  often
petty)  politics  among  neighbours  something  to  be  celebrated  or  merely  grudgingly  accepted?
These  are  a  few  of  the  questions  we  were  able  to  explore  as  part  of  this  year’s  Brian  Barry
Memorial Lecture, which took place on May 21st at the LSE.
 Brian Barry was a prolific and influential political theorist. He was a professor at the LSE from 1987 – 98. The
annual lecture in his memory provides the LSE community with an opportunity to hear from some of the
leading political theorists in the world about a variety of important topics. This year, we had the pleasure to
explore the elements of good neighbourly relations with Nancy Rosenblum, a Professor of Political Theory at
Harvard University.As Professor Rosenblum highlights, our relationships with our neighbours are not just
about exchanging occasional pleasantries. Problems such as noise, pets, and local public good management
and provision often arise that require political solutions.
It is often simply too costly to involve the state and the legal system in these disputes. Instead, we
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Professor Rosenblum claims that this type of politics, when it works well, is characterized by three
elements. Reciprocity among decent folks, speaking out, and live and let live.
The  requirement  of  neighbourly  reciprocity  is  difficult  to  define  precisely.  It  is more  than  simply






inconsiderate or  is being a bully. Social  pressure  can be a powerful  tool when  the more  formal
mechanisms of the state are unavailable, too costly, or ineffective.
Finally,  the democracy of everyday life works best when neighbours do not try to act as a virtue
police. Good neighbourly  relations  are  characterized  by  an  ethos  of  live  and  let  live  –  one  that
allow neighbours to live their own lives without too many invasions of privacy and moralizing tut­
tutting by others.




Is  the  democracy  of  everyday  life  something  to  be  celebrated  or  something  to  be  grudgingly
accepted? It is not obvious that the democracy of everyday life is a good thing. The mechanisms
of  the  state  may  be  cumbersome,  bureaucratic,  and  intrusive.  But  they  also  prevent  political
disputes from becoming popularity contests. A democracy of everyday life arguably provides fewer
protections to the curmudgeon and to unpopular minorities than does a well­functioning state.
However,  Professor  Rosenblum  argues  that  the  democracy  of  everyday  life  is  not  simply
something  to  be  grudgingly  accepted.  Not  every  dispute  is  best  addressed  by  a  lengthy  legal
battle.  And  as  long  as  the  protections  of  the  (hopefully)  more  impartial  state  are  ultimately





Government,  nor  of  the  London  School  of  Economics.  Please  read  our  comments
policy before posting.
Dr  Joe  Mazor  is  an  Assistant  Professor  in  Political  Science  and
Philosophy  and  part  of  the  Political  Theory  Reserach  Group  in  the
Department  of  Government  at  the  LSE.  For  further  information  on  the
Department of Government, please visit our website.
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